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FISCAL YEAR ENDING December 31, 2020 

 

The purpose of this Management Discussion and Analysis (“MD&A”) is to provide the reader with a 

written explanation of Six Nations of the Grand River Development Corporation’s (“SNGRDC”) financial 

performance as assessed through the eyes of Senior Management.  Although this disclosure is not 

required by any corporate charter or by-law, the Board of Directors and Management feel that sharing 

this level of detail is an important undertaking to demonstrate commitment to be open and accountable 

for our actions.     

This document is segmented into three sections: (1) Factors of Significance, (2) General Commentary, and 

(3) Economic Interest - Status Reports.  

Embedded within the document are frequent references as follows: 

• The corporation’s sole shareholder is the Six Nations Elected Council (SNEC);  

• “CFS” refers to the Consolidated Financial Statements for the twelve-month period ending 
December 31, 2020 audited by KPMG LLP (KPMG);  

• Excerpts and cross references to the Consolidated Financial Statements; and   

•  ‘Current year’ means 2020 (January 1, 2020 to December 31, 2020) and ‘future year’ means the 
2021 calendar year (January 1, 2021 to December 31, 2021). 

 

  

 

This document is most effective when reviewed alongside the CFS for year ended December 31, 2020. 
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MISSION 

To achieve economic self-sufficiency without compromising our values 

VISION 

A healthy community for today and the faces yet to come. 

GUIDING PRINCIPLES 

The Six Nations of the Grand River Development Group shall adhere to our collective responsibility as Ogwehoweh; 

a distinct people who live within the delicate balance of the natural world.  

The Six Nations of the Grand River Development Group shall demonstrate a respect for our collective rights and 

responsibilities, recognizing that our collective wellbeing is maintained by our sovereignty.  

Our ohdrihwagwaíhsǫ:ˀ (integrity) and success relies on our consistency in demonstrating these principles in a way 

that is ogęht (openness) and accountable for our actions and inactions.  

At the forefront of our minds are these principles, which guide our actions and decision-making:   

Gaˀnigǫhi:yo (Peace) 

As we hold a position of responsibility to our community, we must play an active role in promoting peace and well-

being (sgé:nǫ: senǫhdǫnyǫh), demonstrated through gędę́ǫ (compassion), fairness, responsiveness, and 

gahsgyáǫ:nyǫ:ˀk (encouragement).  

 

Respect for the Natural World  

We are all inter-connected and inter-related as people to the natural world. Maintaining this balance requires 

degaeyenawaˀgo̲hǫ́:gyeˀ (cooperation), degakahsǫ́:gweh (sharing), and protecting the integrity of the natural 

environment.  

 

Future Members  

Our collective well-being includes future generations of our community. In our decision making, we are mindful 

that our sustenance is borrowed from the coming generations.  
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1)  FACTORS OF SIGNIFICANCE 

The following factors have been identified by Management as matters of significance that are not 

immediately evident in the Consolidated Financial Statements (CFS):  

A) SNGRDC GROUP GOVERNANCE MODEL  

SNGRDC was launched as a community development corporation to generate wealth with the express 

purpose of investing to meet the current and future needs of the Six Nations of the Grand River 

Community.  

SNGRDC’s Governance Model illustrated in Fig. 1 on page 24 outlines the inter-dependencies between 

the governing bodies of SNGRDC, which collectively form the ‘SNGRDC Group’, and the relationship with 

our sole shareholder.  

Effectively, the SNGRDC Group is comprised of three independent Boards - the Board of Directors, Board 

of Trustees, and Advisory Committee.  The Board of Directors oversees the President/CEO, who is focused 

on overseeing Management to generate income. The Six Nations of the Grand River Economic 

Development Trust (EDT) Board of Trustees re-invest surplus profits for the collective benefit of the 

Community in projects/needs that qualify under the Trust Distribution guidelines.  Both the Board of 

Directors and the Board of Trustees are under the oversight of the Advisory Committee. 

B) SIX NATIONS ELECTED COUNCIL –  SOLE SHAREHOLDER 

SNGRDC is a federal corporation originally approved for creation by Six Nations Elected Council (SNEC) on 

October 22, 2013 and incorporated on November 18, 2013. The development process included broad 

research (i.e., Harvard Project – American Indian Economic Development, other Indigenous Institutions) 

and expert legal advice in the areas of corporate and tax law. SNGRDC was launched after in-depth 

community engagement (We Gathered Our Voices project) which included 19 think tank sessions and 

over 30 SNEC resolutions. On May 28, 2015, SNEC ratified the launch and separation of SNGRDC.  

As discussed in Section 1e below, SNGRDC is a Band empowered entity performing a function of 

government. The corporation’s single shareholder is SNEC, where SNEC is a “Band” within the meaning of 

the Indian Act and is therefore legally recognized as public body empowered to create a community 

owned legal entity.  

Although SNEC is the only shareholder, the governance of SNGRDC was designed to be apolitical in 

nature where business operations are carried out autonomously without political influence. That said, 

SNGRDC does engage in quarterly informal business meetings with SNEC to keep them informed of 

progress, hear concerns, and answer any questions presented on behalf of their constituents. Refer to 

Fig. 1 on page 24 for an overview of SNGRDC governance structure, including the role maintained by 

SNEC. 

The SNGRDC Group, including all Management and staff recognize the importance of working 

harmoniously with SNEC and all community stakeholders; all parties recognize the need to align our 
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efforts to ensure we are coordinated and focused on achieving the best possible value for the entire 

community.  

SNGRDC rights, responsibilities, and communication obligations vis-a-vis our shareholder is fully captured 

in a Management Agreement executed on August 11, 2015; the agreement had an initial 5-year term 

(expiring in 2020) however the agreement automatically renews annually thereafter.    

C) ACCOUNTING FRAMEWORK (NPO, PART III)  

Typically, ‘for-profit’ corporations are focused on increasing shareholder value, whereas not-for-profit 

(NPO) entities focus on creating value for a specific mission or cause. When viewed holistically, the 

efforts of the SNGRDC Group are NPO orientated as economic returns flow to the community as a 

beneficiary and not directly to the shareholder. Given this orientation, Management, with the assistance 

of our auditors KPMG, have determined that NPO (Part III) accounting framework is the most 

appropriate for SNGRDC (refer to the CFS pgs. 5-8 for further discussion on accounting policies). 

D) TAX MITIGATION STRATEGY 

The basic tenet of our tax mitigation strategy is SNGRDC is a wholly owned subsidiary of SNEC which 

under the Income Tax Act is considered a public body performing a function of government. Thus, 

SNGRDC is a ‘Band empowered entity’ and is exempt from tax pursuant to Section 149(1)(d.5) of the 

Income Tax Act. The function SNGRDC provides is Economic Development.  

The following considerations reinforce our position:     

i) Master Trust 

SNGRDC utilizes a Master Trust vehicle to hold and manage community interests in Community 

Benefit Agreements (CBA’s). The Master Trust is organized as an entity within the governance 

umbrella to ensure all holdings and interests are managed transparently, comply with CBA’s, and 

align with our overall tax strategy. Ultimately, community benefit proceeds are transferred 

annually from the Master Trust to the Six Nations of the Grand River Economic Development 

Trust for the use and collective benefit of the community (where the Six Nations community is 

the ultimate Beneficiary).   

ii) Tax Planning 

In 2014, in anticipation of the launch of SNGRDC, our tax advisors made application to Canada 

Revenue Agency (CRA) seeking an advanced ruling on the tax-exempt nature of the activities and 

structure organized under our corporate umbrella. In support of our application, our tax lawyer 

(Howard Morry of Pitblado LLP), provided SNGRDC with twelve (12) separate legal opinions 

supporting our asserted exemption from applicable taxes. 

On July 27, 2016, CRA issued bulletin 2016-064503117, which clarifies that First Nation 

development corporations, structured like SNGRDC, no longer need to obtain an advanced tax 

ruling as they are deemed to be a public body performing a function of government. This bulletin 

was verified by and between our tax lawyer and the Income Tax Directorate of CRA on November 

21, 2016.   
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Management remains satisfied that our tax planning strategy is sound – this position is supported by the 

independent vetting conducted by our audit firm, KPMG, who have concluded that SNGRDC is ‘more 

likely than not’ exempt based on the merits of our structure. As a result, SNGRDC is no longer pursuing a 

CRA tax ruling. 

E) DISTINCT REVENUE STREAMS/ HOLDINGS 

SNGRDC engages in three (3) distinct streams of revenue generation. Generally, the determining factors 

of how assets are held within SNGRDC is based on the geographic location of the project, the type of 

business activity, and the treatment of the asset as prescribed within the Income Tax Act.  

These streams are identified as Nation Enterprises, Economic Interests, and Trust Entities. 

i) Nation Enterprises 

Nation Enterprises include economic development activity and operations taking place on Six Nations 

Reserve No. 40 lands. Nation Enterprises are generally un-incorporated entities managed by SNGRDC 

on behalf of the community. These operations require no special tax planning as the income 

generated is exempt by virtue of being conducted on-reserve (example: Six Nations Bingo).  

ii) Economic Interests 

These activities reflect investments made in activities taking place outside of Six Nations Reserve 

lands (example: Grand Renewable Energy Park). Economic Interests are primarily pursued due to 

attractive return on investment and alignment with our Guiding Principles (refer to Page 2). 

iii) Trust Entities 

These holdings are held as subsidiaries of the Master Trust and are held in individual sub-trusts 

which serve as flow through vehicles to provide insulation from corporate tax. The income is exempt 

from corporate tax as the funds ultimately flow directly to the beneficiary (the Six Nations 

Community) via the EDT. Examples of these holdings include the receipt of royalty payments as 

described within previously negotiated Community Benefit Agreements (example: Capital Power and 

Dufferin Wind).  

F) CHANGE IN YEAR END 

On August 20, 2019, the Board of Directors approved a change in the year end for SNGRDC for the 

following primary reasons: 

i) To synchronise our reporting year end to December 31 for all SNGRDC revenue streams; 

ii) To provide a single annual Economic Development Trust commitment as of December 31 based 

upon audited financial results; and, 

iii) To improve our financial reporting and transparency. 

Due to the change in year end, there are impacts to the CFS for the prior year (refer CFS Note 1(b), pg. 6) 

which identifies our prior year comparative figures being composed of 9-months (April – December 31, 

2019) financial performance. This is significant, as our current year results are composed of a full 12-

months performance, therefore year over year results will be distorted.  
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Commencing in 2021, all comparative period data will reflect 12-months of income and expenses 

enabling a full year vs. year performance comparison in the CFS. 

G) FINANCIAL REPORTING ANOMALIES  

The following are anomalies that are non-recurring in nature:  

i) Restricted Cash 

As outlined in the Statement of Financial Position (CFS, pg. 1), Current Assets – “Restricted Cash” 

has increased to $7,832,499 (December 31, 2019 - $1,938,737). Restricted Cash is composed of 

the following Board approved reserves: 

 

RESERVE Amount 

Debt service $193,333 

Capital Projects $3,147,500 

Post Pandemic Relief $3,131,551 

Other Commitments $360,115 

Restricted Operating $1,000,000 

 

The Capital Projects reserve represents funds set aside to execute the 2021 business plan as 

approved by the Board.  

In Q4, a new Post Pandemic Relief Reserve (“PPRR”) was approved by the Board and Advisory 

Committee. The purpose of the PPRR is to ensure SNGRDC maintains sufficient liquidity to satisfy 

expenses and fund future debt obligations given the extreme uncertainty surrounding the 

continued impact of COVID-19 on the operation. The PPRR is not expected to be a re-occurring 

activity.  

ii) Revenue - Economic Interests attributed to non-operational matters  

Economic Interests revenue of $13,321,221 ($7,854,536 – December 31, 2019) is reported as 

‘Distributions received from investments carried at cost’ (refer CFS, Note 6, pg. 11) however this 

amount includes one-time anomaly payment of $6,312,061 from FWRN LP.  

This anomaly payment was triggered by the August 2020 re-financing of the wind turbine capital 

lease, held by NR Capital. This refinancing triggered a one-time distribution to our special 

purpose entity 9710612 Canada Limited in the amount of $9,360,816. The use of proceeds was 

as follows: 
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Dissolve derivative option liability* $2,000,000 

Discharge loan from Boralex* $1,000,000 

Partial repayment of Equity loan $6,360,816 

     *these proceeds were deducted prior to distribution to SNGRDC 

 

It is important to note that 2019 figures reflect a nine-month period, and that period also 

included an anomaly associated with Grand Renewable Wind (GRW) senior debt refinancing 

which triggered a one-time distribution of $4,548,000. 

iii) Dissolution of $2 million Derivative Option liability – FRWN LP  

As noted immediately above, in August 2020 the organization dissolved 2 Derivative Instruments 

in exchange for payment of $2,000,000. Derivatives #1 and #2 were disclosed in prior years, refer 

to 2019 MD&A, 1G(iii), pg. 6 and note the current change in Derivative options liability as 

reported on the Statement of Financial Position, CFS pg. 1.  

 

H) ASSET REPORTING/VALUATION 

As previously noted, SNGRDC and SNEC are parties to a ‘Management Agreement’ which outlines, 

among other things, the rights SNGRDC has secured to enable the continued operations of Nation 

Enterprises.  The tangible capital assets (land and buildings) housing our Nation Enterprises are assets 

that are held by, and reported on, Six Nations Elected Council’s balance sheet. As a result, SNGRDC 

reports no value for these types of assets (Example: Oneida Business Park, Bingo Hall, Gathering Place, 

etc.), however SNGRDC is responsible for investing in and maintaining lands and buildings within our 

control.  

i) Capital Assets (Leasehold Improvements) 

SNGRDC is responsible for maintaining and investing in leasehold improvements and capital 

replacements. As of December 31, 2020, SNGRDC had a net book value (NBV) in capital assets of 

$11,342,181 ($11,065,810 - December 31, 2019). This amount reflects the aggregate 

expenditure on capital assets since SNGRDC’s inception (refer CFS, Note 8, pg. 12).  

In the period a total of $1,374,400 ($2,142,289 – December 31, 2019) was invested in capital 

assets (refer CFS, Statement of Cash Flows, Pg. 4).  The top three (3) most significant 

expenditures were: 

 

Equipment & Vehicles 134,627.69 

Leasehold Improvements * 758,492.98 

Buildings 351,562.52 

* the largest leasehold improvement expense was the community water main extension to Oneida Business Park  
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ii) Investments in Economic Interests 

Investments in economic interests are valued using the not-for-profit accounting framework 

(refer to 1a above) where the value is reported at cost. Typically, the cost method applies when 

an ownership interest is below 25% or the investment is made into a limited partnership 

structure where SNGRDC has limited influence/control over operations. For Joint Ventures (JV), 

such as the Aecon – Six Nations (A6N) JV, the asset value is reported using the equity method 

proportionate to our interest in the JV, which in this case is 51%. 

The investment in Economic Interests as of December 31, 2020 increased to $60,652,025 

($59,557,937 – December 31, 2019). The net change of $1,094,088 is largely attributable to a 

$1.3M investment in 3DATX.  

The additional driver in asset value is the change in A6N JV investment to a net loss of $232,712 

($66,150 – December 31, 2019). This net change reflects the impact of a loss of $298,862 during 

the period (refer CFS Note 6, Pg. 11) under the equity method. The loss experienced is attributed 

to the impact of COVID-19 on the Joint Venture, where business volumes were insufficient to 

cover fixed obligations.     

As reported in prior years, SNGRDC Management believes the market value of our Economic 

Interests are considerably higher when assessed using Fair Market Valuation (FMV) – where an 

asset’s value is determined by market factors that includes an investment’s cash flow projection. 

To gain insight into the FMV of assets, in 2017 SNGRDC retained an independent third-party firm 

to conduct a Valuation of Assets under Canadian Institute of Chartered Business Valuators - 

Standard No. 110 methodology.  

Although the report is restricted by the authors and not available for public disclosure, the 

summary of findings are as follows: 
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In 2017, the Total Enterprise Value (TEV) of assets participated in is $2.25B, where SNGRDC holds 

between 10% – 90% ownership interest which translates into FMV ranging between $72.3M (at 

20 years) and $83.2M (at 30 years).  

As reported in prior years, SNGRDC Management believes the valuation of the Niagara Region 

Wind Farm (FWRN LP) is much higher than the stated 20-year FMV of $10,384,000 especially 

when the cost method values the asset at $30,379,235, (refer CFS, Note 6, pg. 10). The deviation 

reflects circumstances which were impacting the early operation of FWRN LP, these included 

energy curtailment, operational hurdles, system settings, and poor wind production vs. 

modelling. As discussed above (G(ii), pg.7), once the operational issues were resolved, Boralex 

pursued the re-financing of the wind turbine capital lease, held by NR Capital. This refinancing 

triggered a one-time return of capital in an aggregate amount of $18,721,632 to be distributed 

to the partners, of which SNGRDC received $9,358,944. With these proceeds SNGRDC paid down 

debt received a dividends receivable of $811,856 for 2020 (see Section 3, pg. 22). Immediately 

following this development, the SNGRDC Board authorized Management to pursue the 

refinancing of our equity loan (approximately $28.4M) held by Boralex, this transaction is 

expected to conclude in Q2 of 2021.  

The chart above does not include the recent investments in the Niagara Reinforcement Line 

Project, Nanticoke Solar, and 3DATX. These investments represent an additional $13.2M of 

investment in Economic interests. Once our investment in FWRN LP is refinanced, Management 

will update the FMV study to include all current Economic Interest holdings. 

iii) Long-Term Receivables 

In 2020, SNGRDC held two (2) long-term receivables for a combined total of $1,193,500. These 

receivables were advanced in the form of loans on the following terms: 

County of Brant – SNGRDC advanced a convertible loan in the amount of $193,500 bearing 

interest at 9.189%; the placement is convertible to a 15% ownership interest in a roof top solar 

placement located within the Brant Business Park. 

9258159 Canada Ltd (Thrive)/Terrafarma Inc. – SNGRDC advanced a non-revolving loan in the 

amount of $1M bearing interest at 12.75% with a maturity date of August 23, 2022. The deal 

terms also awarded 876,678 stock warrants redeemable at a price of $0.2852/unit and included 

an option for SNGRDC to place an additional $500,000 loan on the same terms as above (refer to 

CFS, Note 23(b), pg. 21). To help fund this debt placement, SNGRDC borrowed $550,000 from the 

Two Rivers Community Development Center (refer to CFS, Note 10, pg. 13).     

I) TRANSFER TO SIX NATIONS OF GRAND RIVER ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT TRUST (EDT) 

The total amount approved for Distribution to EDT for period ending December 31, 2020 is $1,355,788 

($3,448,094 – December 31, 2019) (refer to CFS, Statement of Earnings, pg. 2). This amount is composed 

of $337,821.34 from the Master Trust and $1,017,967 from sub-trusts.  

In 2020, SNGRDC did not contribute any of its surplus to the EDT (refer to CFS, Note 18, pg. 17); by 

comparison in 2019, SNGRDC contributed $1,975,636. The rationale for this decision was the desire to 

establish a Post Pandemic Restricted Reserve, which was funded by SNGRDC surplus in the amount of 
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$3,131,551. The purpose of the PPRR is to ensure SNGRDC maintains sufficient liquidity to satisfy 

expenses and fund future debt obligations given the uncertainty surrounding the continued impact of 

COVID-19 on the operation.  

The Board of Directors and Advisory Committee formally approved the $1,355,788 distribution to the 

EDT. The EDT Board of Trustees are tasked with issuing a call for funding applications and are also 

responsible for assessing and approving any funds for re-investment into community needs and 

priorities. Once funds are approved for community investment by the Board of Trustees, the recipients 

will typically have until December 31, 2021 to expend the funds.  

Note: the EDT process is overseen by an independent Board of Trustees, charged with screening, and 

assessing applications to determine where funds will be invested in the community. The Advisory 

Committee and Board of Trustees annually review the community needs and priorities and develop 

scoring logic to ensure funding commitments are aligned with the long-term needs of the Community. 

SNGRDC Management and the Board of Directors have no influence over the EDT’s decision-making 

process. 
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2) GENERAL COMMENTARY  

SNGRDC Group received a clean, ‘unqualified’ audit opinion for the year ending December 31, 2020 along 
with an unqualified opinion for the Six Nations of the Grand River EDT.   

With the December 31, 2020 allocation, the SNGRDC Group is extremely pleased that since inception in 
2016, the organization as transferred a cumulative total of $15.5 M to the EDT to help fund community 
needs and priorities. This community re-investment has been funded entirely by the development 
activities of SNGRDC and are an example of what can be achieved through the execution of sound 
planning.   

 

A) FINANCIAL & PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS 

Consolidated total revenues for the period ending December 31, 2020 was $29,947,954 ($33,156,612 
– December 31, 2019) with direct expenses of $18,984,417 ($26,194,565 - December 31, 2019) 
resulting in excess revenues over expenses before distributions of $10,983,242 ($5,995,553 – 
December 31, 2019) as shown in the CFS, Statement of Earnings on pg. 2 

 

It is important to note that equity income improved in 2020 to $19,705 compared to a loss of 
$966,494 in 2019.  This is largely attributable to the improved performance of A6N. Although A6N 
did incur an operating loss of $298,862 the quantum of loss was offset by the equity pick up 
generated by the OBP and BGI Joint Ventures totalling $318,567 ($230,987 – December 31, 2019) 
see CFS Note 6, pg. 11.   

 

i) Economic Interests 

The total value of Economic Interest assets is $60,652,025 (December 31, 2019 - 
$59,557,937) which together produced SNGRDC revenues of $13,340,926 (December 31, 
2019 - $6,888,042) refer CFS, Note 6, pg. 11 in the current period.  

The sale of energy through power purchase agreements with Ontario accounts for >90% 
of Economic Interest revenue, these contracts are valid for 20 years from the commercial 
operation date of the project. All 3rd party financing associated with investments in 
Economic Interest projects has been structured to ensure all debt will be fully retired 
before the expiry of power purchase agreements. 

As discussed above, the A6N Joint Venture struggled with the impact of COVID-19, 
however despite the impact the Joint Venture significantly reduced its equity loss to 
$298,862 in 2020 (vs. a 2019 loss of $1,197,481). Despite the negative result, A6N has 
increased efficiency and Executive Committee have worked with A6N Management to re-
evaluate work streams and focus resources on projects that align with our skill set and 
yield attractive project margins. Despite the COVID-19 set back, SNGRDC is pleased to 
report in 2020 A6N payroll was $6.1M of which approximately 90% was paid to 
community members.  

 

ii) Nation Enterprises 
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Nation Enterprises were heavily impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic; our on-reserve 
businesses generated a total of $15,205,314 ($24,512,932 – December 31, 2019). It is 
important to note that 2019 revenue was composed of 9-months of operating results, as 
such, so the impact is much greater than it may appear.   

On March 16, 2020, the SNEC directed the closure of our Nations Enterprises – most 
notably Six Nations Bingo. The closure also impacted our Tourism operations including 
the launch of the Chiefswood Cabins along with a planned live performance at the newly 
revamped Gathering Place by the Grand events center.   

Despite the closure, Six Nations Bingo was responsible for generating 70% of our Nation 
Enterprise revenue (vs. >90% in 2019). The performance of Six Nations Bingo resulted in 
an operating loss of $940,523, as such the organization was unable to fund the Gaming 
Sponsor program aside from a Q1 advance of $60,000. Other factors contributing to the 
operating loss include $67,000 Gaming license fees, $555,282 debt payments and other 
fixed expenses. Unfortunately, due to COVID-19 restrictions we were unable to support 
the Toy Bingo program which traditionally assists seven (7) community schools in raising 
funds (Toy Bingo raised $159,578 in 2019).  

The single largest expense associated with Nation Enterprises was the payment of Bingo 
prizes which accounted for approximately 80% of the ‘General, operating, and 
administrative expenses’ (see CFS, Statement of Earnings, pg. 2).  

The total funding received from Indigenous Services Canada (“ISC”) accounted for 5.4% 
of SNGRDC total revenue and included $855,950 of nonrecurring grant funding. In 2020, 
SNGRDC made application and was approved to access COVID relief funding from ISC in 
an amount of $500,000 to assist offsetting Nation Enterprise operational losses.   

Management Agreement – Nation Enterprises 

Pursuant to our Management Agreement with SNEC dated August 11, 2015, SNGRDC is 
responsible for remitting annual rent payments to SNEC for the undisturbed use of 
Nation Enterprise property; the total amount paid/payable in 2020 was $678,318.  

It is important to note that in response to the pandemic, on April 20, 2020 SNGRDC 
invoked a Force Majeure provision as permitted within the Management Agreement. 
The force majeure remains as of December 31, 2020 and SNGRDC has recorded an 
account payable of $452,713 to SNEC.  

The following properties are included in the Management Agreement and are classified 
as Nation Enterprises for the purposes of financial reporting:  

 
✓ Six Nations Bingo 
✓ Gathering Place by the Grand 
✓ Tourism building  
✓ Chiefswood National Historic Site  
✓ Her Majesty’s Royal Chapel of the Mohawks   
✓ Oneida Business Park 
✓ A6N Utilities  
✓ Former School # 5  
✓ Three internet towers – Cayuga, Mohawk, and Pauline Johnson road 
✓ Port Maitland and West Street 
✓ Chiefswood Park & Cabins 
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iii) Master Trust Income 

The Master Trust received a total of $1,401,779 ($777,519 – December 31, 2019) of 
income which is attributed to Community Benefit Agreements that were negotiated on 
behalf of the Six Nations Community. Although not specifically itemized within the CFS, 
the Master Trust income includes a total of $394,816 ($417,188 – December 31, 2019) of 
lease payments received from the Province of Ontario in exchange for use of South 
Cayuga land(s) to house the Grand Renewable Energy Park.  NOTE: Master Trust is not 
the same as the Six Nations of the Grand River Economic Development Trust (EDT) (refer 
to Fig. 1 on page 24). 

iv) Tangible Impacts 

Although not reflected on our CFS, SNGRDC CEO was the primary negotiator in a 
Contribution Agreement between the Province of Ontario and SNEC for the GTA West 
Gaming Bundle. This agreement resulted in a total of $4.5M per year to SNEC for the 
period Dec 2018 – Dec 2039. 

SNGRDC and SNEC’s Consultation and Accommodation Process (CAP) Team previously 
negotiated post-secondary funding contributions within Community Benefit Agreements. 
A total of $73,000/year is currently directed to community or related funding agencies.  
These contributions are expected to continue until 2036.  

Commencing in 2020, SNGRDC began tracking local vendor spending that occurs 
throughout our operations, the total for the year was $1,179,866. 

 

B) DIRECT ECONOMIC IMPACT 

The SNGRDC Board of Directors has identified Direct Economic Impact (“DEI”) as a key 
performance indicator. The calculation takes into consideration the key financial drivers that 
generate direct economic impact within the community. DEI has become a key metric in 
assessing company wide performance.  

The total DEI for the period ending December 31, 2020 is $25.4M which represents a 20.29% 
decline versus 2019. These figures are calculated as follows:  

                 

2018 2019 2020

Profit before distributions 5,778,798 5,995,553$     4,662,181         

Human Capital ( Payroll)* 7,759,561 13,062,745$  9,024,188         

Gaming Commission & Sponsor Program 659,131 616,251$        121,000            

Other tangible impacts** 74,000 4,554,000$     5,753,865         

Shareholder lease & debt retirement 1,219,484 1,291,484$     780,886            

SUM         15,490,974      25,520,033 20,342,120      
DIRECT ECONOMIC IMPACT*** 19,363,717$      31,900,041$  25,427,650$    

* Includes A6N labour Growth rate => 13.84% 2.62% -20.29%

** Includes funds negotiated on behalf of Community and $1.18M in community expenditures

 *** Includes Economic Multiplier of 1.25x
 

Note:  Economic Multiplier of 1.25x has been applied to the SUM. This ‘multiplier’ is a factor which estimates the true 
value of economic impact within the economy of measure. For example, payroll generates spending within a defined 
area which in-turn fuels economic growth leading to additional local spending. The 1.25x factor is a very conservative 
factor used by economists. 
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C) HUMAN RESOURCES 

 
As of December 31, 2020, SNGRDC had a staff compliment of 62 people (excluding A6N staff), of 
which 47 are full-time and 15 are contract, part-time and/or seasonal workers. Staffing levels 
have been severely impacted by COVID-19 resulting in a reduction of 50% of our workforce 
compared to 2019. Approximately 80% of SNGRDC labour force are members from Six Nations or 
other First Nations.  
 
When made available, SNGRDC accessed the Canada Emergency Wage Subsidy program which 
provided $1,362,020 in subsidy to offset 31% of salaries and benefits for the year.    
 
CEO Evaluation 
 
The Board of Directors supervises the CEO and as part of this responsibility the Board conducts 
an annual evaluation to assess the performance of the CEO. This process includes an Evaluation 
committee of Board members who conduct a 360 review of the CEO performance to, among 
other things, assess compliance of approved company policies, the achievement of strategic 
objectives, and evaluate leadership and management capability. Through this evaluation, the 
Board assigns annual deliverables and approves the CEO workplan to be assessed in the 
upcoming year. 
 
The key performance target for the CEO is to achieve $26.5M in 2021 DEI. 
 

Compensation program 

SNGRDC compensation program was implemented in October 2016 by the Board of Directors 
after engaging BDO Canada LLP to complete an independent Pay Structure and Compensation 
study. The salary grid identifies the minimum and maximum of all job classifications within 
SNGRDC, where the most senior positions are as follows: 

Min Max

E1 CEO/President 145,000       222,843       

E2 VP/Executives 95,000         143,263       

E3 Directors 80,000         118,855       

Job Class

 

On November 3, 2020, the Board of Directors approved a 1.9% Consumer Price Index (CPI) 
adjustment to the “Maximum” tier. Moving forward, SNGRDC will periodically update the salary 
grid by increasing the maximum salary tier by the CPI. NOTE: these updates do not result in 
wholesale changes to individual compensation - the approach ensures the compensation matrix 
remains competitive and accounts for inflation.  

 

D) CORPORATE STRATEGY: AUTONOMY 150 BY 2025 

Beginning in 2018, SNGRDC Board and Management identified a Wildly Important Goal (WIG) of 

generating annual reoccurring Direct Economic Impact (DEI) of $150,000,000 by the year 2025.  
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The word ‘autonomy’ was chosen to signal of the transformative power $150M in Direct 

Economic Impact (DEI) could have on current and future generations. Essentially, this magnitude 

of DEI will empower future leaders to manage our community affairs independently without 

influence from any external government(s).  

Although very aggressive, the WIG was embraced as our corporate goal as it operationalizes 

‘economic sovereignty’ and creates a clear measurable target. SNGRDC leadership has adopted 

an annual management planning process along with tactical plans to achieve our goal. 

Unfortunately, COVID-19 has disrupted our growth trajectory resulting in a 20 % reduction in DEI 

for 2020, despite this set back, the Board and Management remain focused on pursuing our 

strategic plan which includes the following four (4) pillars of focus: 

1. Joint Ventures & Partnerships 

Leverage our reputation to attract top quality partners to gain access to new market 
opportunities 

 
2. Investments & Development 

Deploy capital to invest in diversified holdings, unlock verticals, and generate re-occurring 

revenue streams 

 

3. Nation Enterprise 

Maintain efficient management of on-reserve business operations, invest strategically   

 

4. Human Capital 

Human capital is an outcome of Pillars 1-3 which represents investment in our future. This is 

be achieved through employment and capacity building to support our autonomy aspirations 

 

E) STRATEGIC PLANNING FRAMEWORK  

The planning framework synthesizes various streams of intelligence and information to ensure 

SNGRDC is aligning its resources to achieve the goals prescribed by the Board of Directors. The 

key focus of intelligence gathering is to the assessment of historical performance, progress 

against the approved management plan, and evaluation of market trends. These findings are 

then used to devise an updated management plan and identify the financial resources (operating 

budget and capital requirements) needed to be successful. 

Strategy formulation and Tier 1 Capital Planning 
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The process begins with the Board assessing the annual performance of the CEO.  As an outcome 

the Board prescribes specific deliverables to be achieved in the upcoming year. The deliverables 

then cascade through the Management team who collectively develop management plans, 

budgetary requirements and Tier 1 capital needs to achieve our goals.    

Board sets annual 
CEO deliverables

CEO establishes 
Annual Company WIG

Annual Management 
plan is developed

Management plan 
informs quartlerly 

tactics

Outlines Tier 1 captial 
requirement to 

achieve WIG

Informs Quarterly 
Presidents Report to 

Board of Directors

 

Tier 1 capital identifies the amount of funds needed by Management to execute the business 

plan. The Tier 1 Capital allocation for 2020 was $3,826,243, the approved amount for 2021 

which was approved by the Board as ‘Capital Projects Reserve’ is $3,147,500 (refer CFS, Note 17, 

pg. 16). Amount other things Tier 1 capital includes funding for capital investments, leasehold 

improvements, and equipment upgrades.  

In Q4 of each year, a planning strategic planning summit is held where Management presents 

the draft management plan, funding requirements, and seek guidance from the Board of 

Directors for upcoming priorities.  

Tier 2 Capital planning 

In Q4, the Management team also develops a list of “Tier 2” capital/spending requirements 

which are scored using a modified Boston consulting matrix: 

H1A

M2A

H

M M2AM

L3AL L3AL L3AL

1 2 3

M3C

H1C

H3B

 

Scoring is conducted as follows:  

➢ Priority as assessed by Management (High, Medium, or Low) 

➢ Factors that influence project execution (1=no barriers vs. 3=significant barriers)  

➢ Profit generating potential (A=High, B or C=Low)  
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Once coding is complete, Class D estimates are used to capture capital requirements for Tier 2 

projects that may be pursued. It is important to note that the Board is made aware of these 

potential funding needs, but they do not approve any allocation for Tier 2 projects, rather the list 

functions a means to potentially allocate Tier 1 funding slippage.   

Management Plan/Budgeting Process 

Beginning in Q3, Management evaluates business trends for the current year and use this data 

to inform management planning and budget assumptions for the next year. The Management 

Plan and Budgets are then assembled in conjunction with Tier 1 and Tier 2 capital requirements; 

this package is then submitted to the Board of Directors and Advisory Committee for approval. 

Management then provides quarterly performance reports to the Board of Directors to 

summarize progress throughout the year.  

Our robust strategic planning process ensures that SNGRDC efforts are well planned, aligned to 

achieve our strategic goals, and carefully assessed against competing opportunities.  

 

F) INTERNALLY RESTRICTED RESERVE S  

 

The Board of Directors and Management have established a future restricted reserve totalling 
$6,832,499 ($5,953,743 – December 2019) which includes:  a debt service reserve for upcoming 
debt obligations of $193,333, funding needed to advance Tier 1 capital projects in the amount of 
$3,147,500, and a Post Pandemic Relief Reserve of $3,131,551 (see section G(i) pg. 7 above). In 
addition, an ‘other commitment reserve’ of $360,115 was established to set aside funds to meet 
prior commitments as follows:   

• Oneida Business Park Grant Commitment- $65,050 

• SNEC Commitment (Our Sustenance & Community Plan) - $45,000 

• SN Infrastructure Commitment - $250,065 
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As a further risk mitigation measure, the Board of Directors and Management have established a 

current period investment reserve of $1,000,000 ($1,000,000 – December 31, 2019) as a 

restricted operating reserve.   

The Intercompany reserve and contributed surplus in the amount of $6,579,865 is attributed to a 

capital contribution by SNEC in the amount of $12,500,000 offset by the aggregate amount of 

equity in the corporation that has not been invested in capital projects, economic interest 

projects and held for reserves. A portion of this amount is held in working capital due to the 

timing of collecting receivables and making payments on accounts payable. The amount has 

been internally restricted by the Board of Directors for the purpose of meeting future operational 

needs and to achieve the guiding principles of SNGRDC as previously outlined. 

G) RISK MANAGEMENT 

On a quarterly basis, the SNGRDC Management team assesses operational risk at the divisional 

level. Operational risks are gathered, causes identified, response plans developed, and 

timeframes to address/manage are implemented. The top areas of concern for each division are 

then captured on a risk register and reported to the Board of Directors. The risk register 

approach is designed to ensure risks with High Probability and/or High Impact are identified, 

reported, and proactively managed wherever possible. 

As an ongoing best practice, Management conducts significant independent due diligence on 

investment decisions involving partners or activities requiring debt financing. Where possible, 

SNGRDC negotiates capacity funding agreements with potential partners to provide SNGRDC 

with financial resources needed to pay for independent legal advice and financial due diligence.  

Currently, all holdings under our corporate umbrella are held in independent special purpose 

corporations - this is a strategy to insulate holdings from cross exposure to risk. As a result, 

SNGRDC controls several corporations under our corporate umbrella, which are disclosed on the 

CFS, Note 1, pg.5:  
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H) SNGRDC GOVERNANCE 

SNGRDC Governance Group includes an independent Board of Directors along with an 

independent Advisory Committee. Both governance groups are composed of five (5) community 

members made up of both off and on reserve representation. The Elected Chief of Six Nations 

Elected Council serves as an ex-officio (non-voting) member of the Advisory Committee and is not 

entitled to remuneration. All other members of the governance group are compensated as 

follows:  

Rates Member Chair

Regular Board & Committee Meetings- under 4 Hours $150.00 $200.00

Regular Board &  Committee Meetings - over 4 Hours $300.00 $400.00  

As summarized in the CFS Note 21, Pg. 20, the total corporate governance expense for 2020 was 

$67,912 ($80,599 – December 31, 2019).  

 

Refer to https://sndevcorp.ca/governance-overview/ for additional information along with 

Advisory Committee and Board Member bios. Note: the governance expense associated with the 

Board of Trustees is reported separately in the Economic Development Trust audit. 

I) COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 

SNGRDC is committed to complying with SNEC’s Consultation and Accommodation Policy. In the 

event a development activity is deemed to require community consultation, our Management 

team secures SNEC approval to manage the engagement, and coordinates with the SNEC 

Consultation and Accommodation Process team (“CAP team”) to ensure the consultation occurs 

in compliance with approved policy.  

Within the SNGRDC Group, the Advisory Committee assesses community engagement 

requirements and directs the Board of Directors to gather and report community concerns. This 

approach ensures that any sensitive development activity does not occur without first being 

vetted by those outside of the Board of Directors.  

Once Community Consultation concludes, the Advisory Committee will assess findings and 

develop a recommendation to seek the support of SNEC as outlined within the Consultation and 

Accommodation Policy. 

https://sndevcorp.ca/governance-overview/
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Management has identified the need to continue to enhance the community engagement 

process. We remain hopeful that the community can find common ground to advance our 

economic objectives. In support of this effort, SNGRDC will continue to utilize the internet 

platform www.snfuture.com to engage the Six Nations Community.    

J) COMMUNITY PLAN 

Effective November 23, 2019, the Board of Directors approved the divestiture of the Community 

Plan (CP) back the SNEC.   

http://www.snfuture.com/
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3. ECONOMIC INTEREST STATUS REPORT  

 

A) SCORECARD 

 
The following scorecard has been developed to provide a snapshot of performance for each 
economic interest asset that is held by SNGRGC. The stop light pattern below signals any areas of 
concern.  
 

Asset Investment Commercial 
Operation 
Date 

Long term 
Debt 

Gross 
Distribution $ 

Indicator 

Grand Renewable 
Wind 
7539223 Cdn Ltd 

$6,799,000 
10% ownership 
(cost method) 

Dec 2014 $3,559,268 $2,503,771  

Grand Renewable 
Solar 
8490341 Cdn Ltd 

$2,874,160 
10% ownership 
(cost method) 

March 2015 $0 $2,225,670  

Gunn’s Hill Wind 
Farm 
9211560 Cdn Ltd. 

$1,835,625 
10% ownership 
(cost method) 

Nov 2016 $0 $296,097  

Niagara Region 
Wind (FWRN) 
9710612 Cdn Ltd 

$30,379,235 
50% equity 
(cost method) 

Nov 2016 $28,422,674 $811,856 
Receivable 

 

Note 1 

A6N 
Grand River 
Utilities LP 

($232,712) 
51% interest 
(equity method) 

April 2015 $0 $0 Note 2 

SN Solar 
Developments 
LP– JV OBP 

$1,682,294 
90% ownership 
(equity method) 

Sept 2015 $438,798 $384,479  

SN Solar 
Developments 
LP– JV BGI 

$146,250 
15% ownership 
(equity method) 

March 2015 $0 Incl with OBP 
results 

 

Nanticoke Solar 
9374264 Cdn Ltd 

$3,832,223 
15% ownership  
(cost method) 

March 2019 $3,934,957 $415,924  

Niagara 
Reinforcement 
11100726 

$11,943,000 
25% ownership 
(cost method) 

September 
2019 

$0 
Shareholder 
Funded 

$1,489,395  

3DATX 
11937855 Cdn Ltd  

$1,342,900 
(5.5% share 
purchase) 

March 2020 $1,000,000 $0 Note 3 

Thrive/ 
Terrafarma 
12419700 Cdn Ltd 

$1,000,000 
(debt placement) 

October 
2020 

$550,000 $0 Note 4 
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Note 1.  Our 50% interest in Niagara Region Wind Farm (FWRN LP) is currently undergoing a refinancing 

exercise which contemplates securing an Aboriginal Loan Guarantee from the Ontario Finance 

Authority. Upon receipt of the guarantee, 9710612 Cdn Ltd will enter a new borrowing arrangement 

with a 3rd party lender to discharge the existing Boralex loan. It is expected the new loan facility will 

offer more attractive financing terms currenting available in the debt market.    

Note 2: SNGRDC’s portion of A6N incurred an operating loss of $298,862 (refer CFS, Note 6, pg. 10) which 

was in part is due to the impact of COVID-19 on the operation. For 2021, Management has re-

assessed work streams and focused efforts on projects that align with our skill set and yield attractive 

project margins.     

Note 3:    The Share purchase in 3DATX represents an investment which seeks to diversify SNGRDC holdings. 

3DATX (https://3datx.com/) is a Buffalo New York based vehicle emissions testing company with 

patented technology and intellectual property which is expected to revolutionize the periodic vehicle 

testing sector. The share purchase also includes 370,370 stock warrants exercisable at $1.80 

USD/warrant on or before October 2021 (refer to CFS, Note 23, pg. 21). SNGRDC has an exit strategy 

which will take place once 3DATX attracts a buyer to either merge or acquire the company.  

Note 4:  The debt placement into Thrive/Terrafarma (“Thrive”) represents a calculated entry into the licensed 

cannabis industry in Canada. Thrive is based in Jarvis Ontario and employs a number of Six Nations 

members. In addition to the financing terms, the placement also includes 876,678 stock warrants 

exercisable at a $0.285/warrant on or before October 2024 (refer to CFS, Note 23, pg. 21).  SNGRDC 

has an exit strategy which will take place once the loan term is up, or when Thrive goes public on a 

stock index.  

 

B) PERFORMANCE OUTLOOK - COMMITMENTS 

 

Oneida Energy LP 

On June 13, 2018, SNGRDC entered a memorandum of understanding which was followed by a formal 

50:50 Limited partnership agreement on November 7, 2019 between our subsidiary 11456784 Canada 

Limited with NRStor Inc. (http://nrstor.com/).  

The Oneida Energy Storage project is a utility scale battery facility providing grid balancing and capacity 

related services for the Ontario power grid. As of December 31, 2020, $50,050 had been expended on 

development costs. Oneida Energy Storage LP has entered a memorandum of understanding with the 

Canada Infrastructure Bank and has initiated a community outreach process to commence in January 

2021. At this point in time, the ownership interest of SNGRDC has yet to be determined.   

https://3datx.com/
http://nrstor.com/
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FIGURE 1 –  GOVERNANCE OVERVIEW 

 

Advisory Committee- ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES (Oversight Committee)  

• Protect the interests of the Six Nations community by ensuring the pursuit of economic 

development opportunities is undertaken in a socially responsible manner 

• Oversee the Board of Directors and the Economic Development Trust 

• Vet, select and appoint the directors of the SNGRDC, the trustees of the Economic Development 

Trust and members of the Advisory Committee 

• Determine annual revenue distribution (how much will be transferred to the Economic 

Development Trust for community distribution and how much will be used by the Board of 

Directors to be reinvested into future projects) 

Board of Directors- ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES (Generate Revenue)  

• Ensure that all businesses operate within the guidelines set out in the Statement of Economic 
Development Principles and the Statement of Community Needs and Priorities established by the 
Advisory Committee 

• Oversee the CEO’s management of investments and assets 
• Report and be accountable to the Advisory Committee on SNGRDC’s investments, annual 

business plans and the results of all operations 
• Approve the annual business plan and budgets for SNGRDC and all associated entities 
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Board of Trustees-ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES (Invest Profits into Community)  

• Receive, review and score all completed Economic Development Trust (EDT) applications  
• Determine the EDT guidelines for community distribution  
• Determine how EDT funds will be reinvested into the community in accordance with the 

Statement of Community Needs and Priorities and the Statement of Economic Development 
Trust Distribution Guidelines established by the Advisory Committee 

Six Nations Elected Council-ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES (Sole Shareholder)  

• Ex Officio seat on the Advisory Committee 

• Sole shareholder of SNGRDC (Coordinate through Shareholder Rep- Senior Administrative Officer) 

• Authorize changes to corporate by-law, charters, principles, and Group Appointments  

• Landlords for On-Reserve Buildings (i.e., Bingo Hall, Tourism, Oneida Business Park)  

 

 

http://sndevcorp.ca/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/Community-Priorities.pdf
http://sndevcorp.ca/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/SNGR-Ec-Dev-Trust-Distribution-Guidelines.pdf
http://sndevcorp.ca/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/SNGR-Ec-Dev-Trust-Distribution-Guidelines.pdf

